High-level adaptation effects reveal important features of the neural coding of objects and faces. Viewadaptation in particular is a highly useful means of characterizing how depth rotation of the face is represented and therefore, how view-invariant recognition of the face may be achieved. In the present study, we used view adaptation to determine the extent to which depth rotations of a face are represented in an image-based or object-based manner. Specifically, we dissociated object-based axes from image-based axes via a 90°planar rotation of the adapting face and observed that participants' responses pre-and post-adaptation are most consistent with an image-based representation of depth rotations of the face. We discuss our data in the context of previous results describing the impact of planar rotation on related aspects of face perception.
Introduction
Visual adaptation is a powerful tool for characterizing the neural processing of a range of stimulus categories spanning low-to high-level vision (Clifford et al., 2007) . High-level adaptation effects in particular are a simple, yet powerful, technique for constraining the nature of the processes that support the perception and recognition of complex objects, such as faces (Webster & MacLin, 1999; Webster et al., 2004) . A range of adaptation studies designed to probe multiple aspects of face processing have revealed key features of its neural substrate. For example, the study of adaptation to face identity has revealed evidence supporting norm-based encoding of identity (Leopold et al., 2001 ) that appears to be largely view-specific (Jeffery, Rhodes, & Busey, 2006) unless observers are highly familiar with the target identity (Jiang, Blanz, & O'Toole, 2007) . Adaptation to other facial characteristics (Rhodes et al., 2003) and interactions between multiple aspects of facial appearance (Rhodes et al., 2004) have provided a rich foundation of important insights into how faces are neurally represented and recognized.
Viewpoint aftereffects are a particularly important example of high-level adaptation to understand, since the extent to which human face recognition achieves view-invariant recognition of objects and faces likely depends critically on the implementation of view-coding and the interaction of view-coding with other neural codes for facial appearance. The basic phenomenon of viewpoint adaptation is similar to other high-level aftereffects -adaptation to a face that is rotated in depth in one direction (e.g. A face rotated 20°to the right away from a frontal pose) will bias subsequent categorizations of face view in the opposite direction (Fang & He, 2005) . The effect is observed at multiple neural loci (Fang, Murray, & He, 2007) which indicates that viewpoint is encoded across a distributed network supporting face processing. Viewpoint adaptation transfers strongly to changes in face identity (Fang, Ijichi, & He, 2007) but only weakly transfers to inverted faces (Fang, Murray, & He, 2007) , suggesting distinct neuronal mechanisms for view coding as a function of planar rotation.
Our goal in the current study was to determine whether the coding of face viewpoint is implemented relative to an objectbased frame of reference or an image-based frame of reference. That is, when a face is rotated in depth, is the direction of that rotation encoded in a manner that is invariant to the rotation of that face within the image, or is the direction instead encoded in terms of the angle relative to the world/image as a whole? Previous studies of viewpoint adaptation (even those that have examined inverted faces) have confounded these possible mechanisms, making it difficult to determine the underlying encoding of viewpoint. Presently, we dissociated object-based and image-based encoding of face viewpoint by inducing view adaptation with both an upright depth-rotated face and the same face rotated by 90°in the plane. Theoretically, if distinct populations of neurons process upright and ''sideways'' faces (as has been suggested for the case of fully inverted images and upright images (Fang, Ijichi, & He, 2007; Watson & Clifford, 2006) , we should expect little to no transfer of view adaptation between a 90°image and an upright image. Alternatively, if there is either shared coding of faces at these two orientations or a normalization process by which face viewpoint is encoded after taking planar rotation into account, then view adaptation should ''follow'' the rotation in the plane. Finally, it could also be the case that face viewpoint is encoded in an image-based, 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2012.07.002 not object-based fashion. Regardless of the orientation of the face in the plane, depth rotation may be computed relative to image axes and subsequent aftereffects in the opposite image direction may be observed.
Methods

Subjects
We recruited 16 adults to participate in our task. Eight of these participants (5 female) were randomly assigned to the ''No-rotation'' condition and eight (5 female) were assigned to the ''90°rotation'' condition. All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were between the ages of 19 and 31.
Stimuli
We created images of a male face using Poser v8.0. Face adaptation effects in general (Anderson & Wilson, 2005) and view adaptation effects in particular have been shown to obtain for synthetic face stimuli as well as real faces (Daar & Wilson, 2012) , validating the use of computer-generated stimuli (which offer fine-grained control of the rendered view). A single head model was rendered from a frontal viewpoint and also from rotations of 1°, 3°, 5°, and 7°away from this viewpoint in the four cardinal directions. We will refer to this set of images as the test set. (Fig. 1 ) In addition, a single image was rendered after a depth rotation of 20°to the right (from the viewer's POV, nose pointing towards the right visual field). We chose this rotation angle to maximize the adaptation effect, since view aftereffects peak near this rotation angle and drop off as it increases (Chen et al., 2010) . We will refer to this image as the adapting image. All images were rendered in full-color at 960 Â 600 pixels.
Procedure
All participants completed a baseline phase of the experiment and a subsequent adaptation phase. In the baseline phase, we presented the test images to participants in random order -each image was repeated 20 times for a grand total of 340 trials. On each trial, a single test image was presented for $250 ms in the center of the screen following an ISI of 400 ms. Participants classified each image according to the perceived rotation of the head (up, down, left, or right) using a 4-way directional pad (Retrolink Nintendo USB). Participants were given unlimited time to respond to each stimulus and both responses and response latencies were recorded throughout the experiment. Test images were presented at a viewing distance of 60 cm and subtended approximately 1 Â 1.5°of visual angle. The position of the test image in the visual field was randomly jittered by a small amount ($0.25°) in one of the four cardinal directions.
In the adaptation phase, we were interested in determining how the planar rotation of the adapting image (a 20°rightward pose) affected subsequent judgments of the test set. Participants began the adaptation phase by viewing the adapting image for 30 s. Face adaptation results from processes that are positionand size-specific as well as processes that are not (Kovacs et al., 2008; Zhao & Chubb, 2001 ), so to minimize the contribution of low-level adaptation to any observed aftereffects, the adapting image was presented at twice the size of the test set (2°by 3°). Following this initial adaptation period, participants were asked to categorize the images in the test set with the same display Fig. 1 . A schematic view of the test set of images used in both adaptation conditions. The test face was rotated away from a frontal view in the upward, downward, leftward, and rightward directions by 1°, 3°, 5°, and 7°(1°and 5°steps are not pictured here for ease of illustration).
parameters described above for the baseline phase. Additionally, before each test image was presented, participants viewed the adapting image for an additional 2-s of 'topping-off' adaptation. As in the baseline phase, responses (4AFC rotation categorization) and response latencies were recorded using a 4-way directional pad (Fig. 2) .
Critically, one group of participants (N = 8) adapted to the upright adapting image (a 0°planar rotation) and a second group adapted to the same image rotated in the plane by 90°. If view coding of face images is highly invariant to planar rotations of the stimulus, both groups should exhibit the same adaptation effect -a rightward shift of the psychometric curve for rightward responses, and little or no shift of the psychometric curve for downward responses. Alternatively, if view coding is highly image-based, adaptation to the 90°image should induce a shift in the psychometric curve for downward responses, but little or no shift in the curve for rightward responses.
All stimulus presentation and response collection routines were carried out via custom functions written using the Matlab PsychToolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) .
Results
For each participant, we wished to determine how the point of subjective equality (PSE) shifted following prolonged viewing of the adapting image. For each subject, we thus estimated two psychometric curves: One describing how the proportion of ''rightward'' responses varied as a function of left-right rotation and another describing how the proportion of ''downward'' responses varied as a function of up-down rotation. We estimated these curves separately in the baseline and adaptation phases by first determining the proportion of positive classifications (''rightward'' responses for left-right rotation, ''downward'' responses for updown rotation) for each rotation angle of images in the test set. These proportions were calculated by determining the ratio of the number of responses made in the selected direction to the total number of responses made in all directions. That is, even though participants were free to make up/down responses to faces rotated along the left/right axis and vice versa, we did not remove such responses from the data set at any point. The overall rate of wrongaxis responses was relatively low ($18% across all participants) and the majority of these responses were elicited by test images that depicted the smallest rotations. This is sensible, since uncertainty about rotation direction is likely quite high for these images.
Next, we fit a logistic function (1) to each set of raw datapoints using the Palamedes toolbox for Matlab (Prins & Kingdom, 2009 ). All fits were carried out with the lapse rate (k) and the guess rate (c) fixed at 0.01 and with alpha and beta as free parameters.
Fðx; a; b; c; kÞ
Adaptation to upright (0°) face
The average responses to the test set of images pre-and postadaptation to the upright (0°) adapting image are displayed in Fig. 3 . Along both the left-right and up-down axes, the data were well-described by a logistic function and we obtained robust fits for all but one participant (who exhibited a strong bias to respond ''Down'' to all test images), who was excluded from our analysis.
We analyzed the alpha values obtained from each fit using a 2 Â 2 ANOVA with test phase (pre-vs. post-adaptation) and rotation axis (left-right vs. up-down) as within subject factors. This analysis revealed a main effect of test phase (F(1, 6) = 7.71, p = 0.032, g 2 = 0.56), but no other significant main effects or interactions. We continued by carrying out pre-planned comparisons of the pre-and post-adaptation alpha values for the left-right and updown axes. This analysis revealed a significant effect of adaptation along the left-right axis (t(6) = À5.56, p < 0.001, two-tailed paired samples t-test) but no effect along the up-down axis (t(6) = À1.35, p = 0.22). Thus, our data in this condition demonstrate (in agreement with previous results) straightforward adaptation to the view of a face image along the axis of depth rotation that does not appear to significantly affect the perceived view along the orthogonal axis. We also carried out a 2 Â 2 ANOVA with the same within-subjects factors on the beta values obtained from our curve fits. This analysis yielded only a significant main effect of rotation axis (F(1, 7) = 23.9, p = 0.002, g 2 = 0.77), indicating that the curve describing ''downward'' responses along the up-down axis was significantly shallower than the left-right curve.
We continue by examining the data from the critical condition, adaptation to the same adapting image following a 90°planar rotation.
Adaptation to rotated (90°) face
The average responses to the test set of images pre-and postadaptation to the rotated (90°) adapting image are displayed in Fig. 4 . As in our first group of participants, the data in all conditions were well-described by a logistic function. We obtained robust fits for all participants.
As above, we analyzed the alpha values obtained from each fit using a 2 Â 2 ANOVA with test phase (pre-vs. post-adaptation) and rotation axis (left-right vs. up-down) as within subject factors. This analysis revealed a main effect of test phase (F(1, 7) = 16.36, p = 0.005, g 2 = 0.70), which was qualified by an interaction between test phase and rotation axis (F(1, 7) = 23.0, p = 0.002, g 2 = 0.76). We continued by carrying out pre-planned t-tests on the pre-and post-adaptation alpha values obtained from each axis, which revealed a significant adaptation effect along the up-down axis (t(7) = À5.20, p = 0.001, two-tailed paired-comparisons t-test), but only a marginal adaptation effect along the left-right axis (t(7) = 3.3, p = 0.014 -above the Bonferroni-corrected critical value of 0.05/4 = 0.0125). This marginal effect along the left-right axis reflects a shift of the psychometric function in the opposite direction from what we would expect if view coding were invariant to the planar rotation of the adapting image. It is difficult to conclude whether or not this effect reflects some real (and unpredicted) aspect of our stimulus or task. For example, it is possible that there are low-level properties of the adaptor image (the sharp edge at the bottom of our model's neck, for example) that influenced task performance to a weak degree here. The present study does not allow us to draw any strong conclusions in this regard, so presently we can only speculate about the existence of some additional mechanism. However, we do note that whatever processes may or may not be driving the effects observed along the left-right axis in this condition, their contribution appears to be substantially smaller than the observed adaptation effect along the up-down axis. These data thus suggest that observers in this condition adapted to depth rotation along an image axis and were not highly invariant to planar rotation of the stimuli. We summarize the alpha values from all conditions in Fig. 5 .
We also ran a 2 Â 2 ANOVA on the beta values obtained from our fits with the same within-subject factors as reported above. This analysis revealed no significant main effects or interactions.
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that in some cases, the coding of face pose by high-level areas may be primarily carried out with reference to the axes of rotation in the image, rather than the object. That is, the depth rotation that is present in the adapting image is not computed relative to the planar rotation of the head -if this were the case, we should not see differing results in our two groups of participants. Instead, adaptation to the image axis is observed, which indicates the contribution of some mechanism for encoding depth rotation that is image-based, in contrast to an account by which separate mechanisms for processing the 0°and 90°adapting image simply do not interact with one another (and lead to no adaptation at all). Our results are also in good agreement with previous studies that have demonstrated multichannel coding of vertical and horizontal rotations of the head (Lawson, Clifford, & Calder, 2011) , insofar as adaptation to one rotation angle only significantly impacted pose estimates along the relevant axis.
Our data is also broadly consistent with the existence of distinct mechanisms for processing upright and sideways faces. This is further supported by several recent results that provide behavioral and neural evidence for distinct processing of faces rotated in the plane, despite early evidence for a linear decline in face recognition ability as planar rotation varied parametrically (Valentine & Bruce, 1988) . Behaviorally, the composite-face effect exhibits a substantial non-linearity in the neighborhood of a 90°planar rotation of the face (Rossion & Boremanse, 2008) . In terms of neural responses to face stimuli, the N170 also exhibits non-linear behavior in this range, (Jacques & Rossion, 2007; Jemel et al., 2009) , suggesting that at the structural level of face encoding (Bentin et al., 1996) upright and sideways orientation may be processed separately.
There are several avenues for further inquiry suggested by our data. Examining the nature of view adaptation following planar rotation at a range of neural sites (Pitcher, Walsh, & Duchaine, 2011 ) may reveal the extent to which image-based axes exert an influence on perceived view at different levels of encoding. Also, rotations of the head along different axes appear to be processed distinctly (Favelle, Palmisano, & Avery, 2011) suggesting that relating pitch, roll, and yaw of the head to so-called ''configural processes'' may be one way to anticipate and explain the properties of the underlying neural code for view. Viewpoint perception is also not a unitary process, meaning that there are several questions we can ask about the extent to which the use of object and image axes applies to particular components of viewpoint processing. Specifically, the perception of face view has been shown to depend on two distinct mechanisms (Wilson et al., 2000) that differ in their use of external and internal features for determining view. To what extent does each process exhibit object-based vs. image-based adaptation? Dissociating external and internal features (Daar & Wilson, 2012) within the paradigm used here may reveal distinctions in how object and image axes are used to encode view as a function of subsets of the visual information available. Finally, though view adaptation appears to transfer weakly across face inversion in previous studies and is better described here in terms of image axes rather than object axes, there are other forms of face adaptation that do exhibit object-based transfer. The face distortion effect, for example, appears to ''follow'' a 90°in-plane rotation of the face . In this instance, transfer was observed between a À45°image and a 45°image (left and right of vertical) which may be an important distinction. Cardinal directions in image space might be privileged (as they are in primary visual cortex (Furmanski & Engel, 2000; Westheimer, 2003 , the tuning functions supporting some aspects of appearance coding may be broad across the vertical meridian and not elsewhere. Examining the generality of our result across multiple adaptation paradigms and multiple sets of image-based axes may reveal important organizing principles for encoding face viewpoint and other aspects of facial appearance as a function of position. Finally, though we chose to examine face viewpoint in the current study, we cannot speak to the face-specificity of our results. It is entirely possible that the same effects would be observed in other objects, and that our data reveal a general property of view coding that applies to a much larger class of objects. Determining whether or not our results generalize to other object categories would be straightforward, and could reveal the extent to which there exist distinct category-specific mechanisms for estimating common properties of 3D objects. 
